ABSTRACT Two-Stage Programming (2sp) is an experimental programming language, the rst implementation of the Speci cation-Consistent Coordination Model (SCCM). The SCCM proposes a new, mixed-paradigm (functional/imperative) approach to developing reliable programs based on complete run-time checking of computations with respect to a given speci cation. A 2sp program consists of a functional speci cation by recursive function de nitions and an imperative coordination tightly connected to the speci cation. The coordination maps the speci cation to an imperative and possibly parallel/distributed program. Normal termination of a 2sp program execution implies the correctness of the computed results with respect to the speci cation, for that execution. We present the basic features of the SCCM/2sp and a case study. We show that 2sp provides: functional speci cations, speci cation-consistent imperative coordinations, automatic result veri cation and run-time error detection, enhanced debugging support, and good e ciency.
Introduction
The Speci cation-Consistent Coordination Model (SCCM) proposes a mixedparadigm (functional/imperative) approach to developing programs with support for fault prevention and removal 1] based on complete run-time checking of computations. The main idea of the SCCM is to develop programs composed of two parts: a functional speci cation and an imperative coordination. The two parts are tightly related by a consistency link that ensures that, after normal termination of a program execution, the computed results are correct with respect to the speci cation, for that execution. Hence, the computed results are automatically veri ed, for a given execution. Two-Stage Programming (2sp) is the rst, experimental language embodiment of the coordination model. The SCCM/2sp mainly addresses scienti c applications, for which a functional speci cation is highly suited 2, 3, 4, 5] . This paper presents the main ideas of the SCCM/2sp based on the latest version of 2sp and discusses a case study: the 2sp implementation of the parallel blockstriped partitioning (PBSP) variant of Dijkstra's algorithm for solving the \single-source shortest-path problem" in a dense graph.
The 2sp version presented here brings enhancements in the language as it was presented in a preliminary version in 5]. The most signi cant enhancement is a new message passing system fully integrated into the consistency link dominated environment of 2sp, which replaces the initial, restricted communication mechanism 4].
The following reasons motivated the choice of the case study: (1) Dijkstra's algorithm is well-known and widely used; (2) the PBSP variant is non-trivial and error-prone to program, but has a reasonably sized implementation to facilitate the presentation; (3) we exemplify the use of the new message passing system; (4) the implementation demonstrates that the SCCM/2sp can be also applied outside of the eld of scienti c applications.
For clarity, the SCCM/2sp ideas are presented here by examples. A formalization of the 2sp core is presented in 6].
Outline A description of the main features of 2sp is given next: the key concept of consistency link is presented in Section 2.2, relationship with program veri cation is discussed in Section 2.3, the value name based message passing system of 2sp is the topic of Section 2.4, and implementation and e ciency issues are addressed in Section 2.5. Section 3 presents the case study: the 2sp implementation is discussed in Section 3.2, and comments on the implementation through the prism of reliability and e ciency are provided in Section 3.3. Section 4 compares the SCCM/2sp with related approaches. Section 5 concludes.
Two-Stage Programming
2sp is based on ideas of program veri cation 7], run-time checking 8], and result-checking 9, 10] . A 2sp program consists of a speci cation and a coordination permanently connected by a consistency link established by a consistency transformer and a consistency checker. At compile-time, the consistency transformer links the two parts of a 2sp program, and the consistency checker is generated and included into the program executable. At run-time, the consistency checker performs automatic veri cation of computed results based on the link generated by the consistency transformer.
We present, in the following, the central features of 2sp using a very simple example: a 2sp program for computing the Fibonacci number f n , according to its standard recursive de nition: f 0 = 0; f 1 = 1; f i = f i?1 + f i?2 for i > 1 ( Figure 1 ).
Speci cation and Coordination
The rst part of a 2sp program is a functional speci cation. The speci cation contains input and output declarations and recursive function de nitions.
An input declaration speci es the input of function values. It contains the speci cation of the name and the type of a function, and the speci cation of a sequence of argument values, which indicates the function values that are input. The sequence is speci ed by a pair consisting of the rst and the last argument value, respectively. If the sequence contains a single value, only that value needs to be speci ed. The input declaration in Line 2 ( Figure 1 ) speci es the input of a single value, n(), of the function n : () ! int. Examples of input declarations with sequences containing more values are given in Section 3.2.
1 specification (* fib.spc *) 2 input n : () -> int, n() 3 fun fib : int -> int, 4 fib(i) = if i = 0 then 0 5 elseif i = 1 then 1 6 elseif i > 1 then 7 fib.l1(i-1)+fib.l2(i-2) 8 endif 9 output fib(n()) 10 endspecification 11 coordination (* fib.cor *) 12 Fibonacci numbers according to their de nition. The only unusual aspect of this de nition is the presence of the labels l1 and l2 (Line 7). Labels identify di erent applications of the same function. Their sole purpose is to enable a coordination to uniquely refer to a particular function application in a given de nition.
An output declaration speci es a sequence of function values to be output. Line 9 of the program speci es the output of a single value, b(n()). An example of an output declaration with a sequence containing more values is given in Section 3.2.
The second part of a 2sp program is an imperative coordination. It o ers support for a reliable and e cient organization of the computation described in the speci cation. Reliability is achieved through the consistency link and e ciency is achieved through an imperative organization of the computation by using stores and commands. The coordination in Figure 1 maps the speci cation to a standard imperative program including a consistency checker. Figure 2 shows the main part of this program, omitting the consistency checker, for clarity.
Consistency Link
As mentioned, the consistency link between coordination and speci cation is established by a consistency transformer and a consistency checker. The consistency transformer and the consistency checker are based on the following three special kinds of function applications: full application The function applications fib(0) and fib(1) (Lines 22 and 23, respectively) are called full applications. They evaluate by simply following the corresponding recursive function de nition. They are used mainly for initializations when the evaluation is fast (the base cases). They are also used for executing the speci cation. Although executing the speci cation is very slow, it is useful for validating the speci cation. fetch application The function applications fib(i) <-A (Line 25) and fib(i+1) <-B (Line 26) are called fetch applications. They evaluate by retrieving the function values b(i) and b(i + 1) from stores A and B, respectively (provided these stores contain the required values). So, the function values are not recomputed by following again the recursive de nition. They are directly retrieved from stores that memorized them temporarily. These two fetch applications appear on the right hand side of assignments commands. Lines 20 and 29 also contain fetch applications as parts of a value declaration and output command, respectively. step application The function application fib(i+2) | (fib.l1 <-A, fib.l2 <-C) on Line 27 is called step application. It executes a single step of the recursive evaluation. Values b(i+1) and b(i) needed to compute b(i+2) are not determined by following again the recursive de nition, but fetched from the stores A and B, respectively (again, provided these stores contain those values). The utility of the labels is clear now. A step application always refers to a function de nition while a fetch application does not. The assignment command in Line 27 stores the result of evaluation of the step application in store B.
Consistency Transformer
The main task of the consistency transformer is to generate, at compile-time, for each step application, a new expression according to the de ning expression of the function applied by the step application. The function applications in the de ning expression (usually containing labels) will be replaced, in the generated expression, by fetch applications indicated by the fetch items in the organization list (the list following the bar) of the step application. For example, the expression generated for the step application fib(i+2) | (fib.l1 <-A, fib.l2 <-C) is if i = 0 then 0 elseif i = 1 then 1 elseif i > 1 then (fib(i-1) <-A) + (fib(i-2) <-C) endif At run-time, the generated expression is used, instead of the de ning expression, to compute the function value using the given argument value (i + 2 in this case).
Consistency Checker The consistency checker checks, at run-time, whether the stores, from which value retrievals are performed, actually contain the desired values. These checks are performed by means of symbolic names (called value names)
associated to values. For example, the pair ( c b; i) is a value name of the value b(i), where c b is some encoding of the function identi er fib.
A corresponding value name is always stored together with the value, after executing an assignment command. Therefore, stores in 2sp are di erent from stores in imperative languages: a store in 2sp is designed to store a pair consisting of a value name and a value, that is, a so-called named value. Accordingly, such stores are called named-value stores and store declarations use the keyword nvsto (Lines 13{16).
When fetching a value from a store, a comparison between the expected value name (provided by the programmer through fetch or step applications) and the stored value name is performed. If both value names agree, the value is fetched, otherwise execution aborts, and an error message is displayed. The error message contains additional information (provided by the value names) and substantially helps debugging.
Consider a typical programming error: an error in the range of a loop-counter. For example, if Line 24 is erroneously written: for i in (0,n) do, the following error message is generated if the program runs (assume n = 7):
Error: value name mismatch in fetch application Line: 29 Store: A; Process: 0 Value name expected: fib (7) Value name found: fib (8) The corresponding imperative program with the same error terminates normally, but produces a wrong result: f 8 instead of f 7 , as expected. No need to discuss the consequences of such a wrong, undetected result used later! Section 3.3.1 details more examples of errors that are usually not easily detectable in imperative languages, but automatically detected and located in 2sp. Furthermore, for a given input, the consistency checker detects any inconsistency error between coordination and speci cation (this fact has been proven by Lederer in 11] ).
To ensure the correctness of the result, the consistency checker must also check the input and output values. Therefore, in 2sp, input and output is performed only on function values (to provide the required value names). The value names of values involved in input and output commands are checked against the value names provided by the corresponding input and output declarations, respectively. For example, consider the input and output commands in Line 18 and 29, respectively. The consistency checker ensures that only the value n() can be input a , as speci ed, and only the value fib(n()) can be output b , as speci ed.
a After reading, the value n() is stored in store N. The operator`=:' has the same meaning as the operator`:=', but has the operands reversed to increase readability. This operator is also used in receive commands (see Sections 2.4 and 3.2).
b The value n() needed to compute the expected value name of the output value fib(n()) in the output declaration is retrieved from store N as indicated by the phrase init n <-N in the output command. Thus, identi er n in init n <-N refers to function n in the output declaration, while identi er n in fib(n) <-A denotes the value n(), to which the identi er n is bound in Line 20.
Relationship with Program Veri cation
An assignment command with a fetch application on its right-hand side (C := fib (i) <-A on Line 25, for example) can be seen in three di erent ways: termination. The precondition is also part of the postcondition, because the contents of A will not be changed (even if the store designator A also occurred on the left-hand side). This part also expresses the intention to assign the value b(i) to store C.
Assignment: The two store designators together with the assignment operator:
can be read as the assignment command actually carried out (provided the precondition is satis ed). This part also expresses the intention to retrieve the desired value from store A instead of recomputing it. These three di erent views correspond to parts of the preconditions and postconditions, and to the assignment commands in the proof outline (Lines 2{4, Figure 3) for showing that the predicate I : 0 i n^A = f i^B = f i+1 is an invariant of the while-loop presented in Figure 2 .
A similar discussion (but involving also the consistency transformer) holds for step applications as well. For example, the three di erent views of the assignment command: B := fib (i+2) | (fib.l1 <-A, fib.l2 <-C) on Line 27, correspond to Lines 6{10 of the proof outline in Figure 3 .
Pre-and postconditions are essential elements in program veri cation. In a 2sp program, parts of pre-and postconditions are automatically included into the program (based on the consistency link), and automatically checked at run-time, for speci c inputs. the whole program (i.e., speci cation and coordination). All processes execute the same program, namely program P. However, the processes may behave di erently, depending on their index. This is accessible through the prede ned identi er rank, whose scope is the coordination.
Processes may communicate by exchanging messages, described by send and receive commands. A message consists of a message type and a message value. For receiving messages, each process has an unbounded bu er. For any given message type, the bu er obeys a FIFO rule: The rst message of a given type inserted into the bu er is the rst one removed.
Send Command A send command contains a send-message designator (SMD) and a receiver designator: send <SMD> to <receiver designator> endsend At compile-time, the SMD is elaborated to yield the message type. Execution of the send command proceeds as follows: The SMD is evaluated to yield the message value, and the receiver designator to yield a set of processes, the receiver set. Message type and message value are put together to form the message, which is sent to all processes in the receiver set. In each of these processes, it is inserted into the bu er. After this, execution terminates normally. Thus, it is non-blocking.
Receive Command A receive command contains a list of receive alternatives.
Each of them in turn contains a receive message designator (RMD) and optionally a command:
At compile time, the RMDs are elaborated to yield the message types. Execution of the receive command can be explained as follows: Given a message, consider the set of all receive alternatives whose message type equals the type of the given message. This set is called the acceptance set of a message. First, the oldest message in the bu er whose acceptance set is non-empty will be determined, provided such a message exists. Then, a receive alternative is nondeterministically chosen from this acceptance set. The message is then removed from the bu er and handled by this receive alternative. Otherwise, if all messages in the bu er have an empty acceptance set, execution of the receive command waits until the rst message with a non-empty acceptance set is received. Then, again, one receive alternative is nondeterministically chosen from the acceptance set and handles the message. Hence, execution of the receive command is blocking.
A message is handled by a receive alternative means that it is matched and/or checked against information determined by the RMD, and optionally stored in a store also determined by the RMD. If the receive alternative contains a command, this command is then executed. After this, execution of the receive command terminates normally.
Send Message Designator A SMD denotes a message type (determined at compile-time), and a message value (determined at run-time).
Example 1 The SMD a(i,2*i) <-A(i,i) for i in (1, 3) has type (â; int), whereâ is some encoding of the function identi er a in the fetch application a(i,2*i) <-A(i,i), and type int is the type of the sequencing index i. The message value consists of the bounds of the values of the sequencing index, and three items, one for each value of the sequencing index. Each item is a pair consisting of an argument of function a and its corresponding value. Altogether: ((1; 3); ((1; 2); a(1; 2)); ((2; 4); a(2; 4)); ((3; 6); a(3; 6))]). Example 3 For sending only a single value, the for-counter can be omitted.
For example, the SMD c(7) <-C has typeĉ and value (7; c(7)).
Example 4 Also, SMDs can be concatenated to send a bigger message at once. Types and values are accordingly concatenated: The SMD n() <-N; m() <-M has type (n;m) and value (((); n()); ((); m())).
Receive Message Designator A RMD denotes a message type (determined at compile-time), and contains patterns for matching and/or expressions for checking against a received message value, and optionally denotes a store for storing the received message.
Example 5 The RMD check a(i,2*i) =: A(i) match for i:int in (s,t) has type (â; int), similarly constructed as in Example 1. Since this type and the type of the message of Example 1 agree, it can handle this message. This is done by rst matching the identi ers s and t against the received bounds 1 and 3, respectively. (The bindings for s and t are available in a new environment; however, we do not detail the scoping rules here.) Then, for each value of the sequencing identi er i, an expected argument is computed from the argument expression (i,2*i) and checked against the corresponding argument actually received. If both agree, the received function value is taken, the named value is constructed, and then stored. For example, for i = 1, the expected argument is (1; 2). This agrees with the corresponding received argument. Therefore, the received function value a(1; 2) is taken, the named value ((â; (1; 2)); a(1; 2)) is constructed and assigned to store A(1). If expected and received argument do not agree, computation aborts and reports an error. For example, if the RMD check a(i+1,2*i) =: A(i) match for i:int in (s,t) handles the message from Example 1, computation aborts and an error is reported. Without going into any details, all four combinations of matching and checking are possible.
Example 6 As with the send command, for receiving only a single value, the for-counter can be omitted. For example, the RMD match c(n) =: C has typê c. Therefore it can handle the message from Example 3. Identi er n is matched against the received argument 7, then the received function value c (7) is taken, the named value ((ĉ; 7); c (7)) is constructed and assigned to store C. (The binding for n is available in a new environment, again without any details.) Accordingly, the RMD check c(7) =: C has the same overall e ect, except that it does not produce a new binding. However, the RMD check c(8) =: C aborts computation and reports an error.
Example 7 Again as with the send command, the RMDs can be accordingly concatenated: The RMD match n() =: N; check m() =: M has type (n;m) and can therefore handle the message from Example 4. (Incidentally, note that is does not matter whether to match or check against ().) However, the RMD match m() =: M; check n() =: N has type (m;n) and therefore cannot handle the message from Example 4.
Implementation and E ciency
The current prototypical implementation of 2sp is an interpreter written in Standard ML of New Jersey (SML'97). The interpreter and several di erent application examples are available online (without downloading and installing any software 12]). c In addition, we have written a preliminary 2sp-to-C translator proc http://www.ifi.unibas.ch/Research/Coordination Models/2sp/2sp.html.
totype without any optimizations (we are currently developing an improved translator). Preliminary experiments with the translator prototype have shown that a translator-generated C program (including code for the consistency checker) is about one order of magnitude (Section 3.3.2 gives some concrete numbers) slower than a corresponding conventional C program (without checking code).
However, e ciency can be increased by partially switching o the consistency checker. The main idea is to skip the consistency checks for fetch applications and maintain them only for step applications and input/output commands. Program speed increases without losing any safety, with the price of postponing error detection (see details in Section 3.3.2; this section also presents two additional features that support the increase of e ciency).
3. A Case Study: Dijkstra's Algorithm
Algorithm Description
Before presenting the algorithm, we make the following assumptions: (1) the basic graph terminology is known; (2) we consider only the adjacency matrix representation of dense graphs (most suited); (3) we consider only natural-weighted connected graphs (for simplicity). The following brief description of the algorithm is based on 13] and 14].
Dijkstra's algorithm solves the so-called \single-source shortest-paths problem" for dense graphs, that is, nding the shortest paths from a given vertex (called source vertex) to all the other vertices in a graph. The shortest paths form a so called shortest-path tree (SPT).
Consider a natural-weighted connected dense graph G with dimension (the num- The vertices in sets V ? V T (t) are maintained in a priority queue. Let A = (a ij ); i; j 2 V be the graph adjacency matrix. Consider c : f(v; t) j 0 t n?1; v 2 V ?V (t)g ! IN the function that describes the temporal evolution of the priority queue. The priority of a vertex v 2 V ? V T (t), at step t, is c(v; t). Initially, c(v; 0) = a sv , for all v 2 V ? V T (0). At a given step t > 0, the vertex m selected to be included in V T (t) has the priority c(m; t?1) = minfc(v; t?1) j v 2 V ?V T (t?1)g.
Before a new selection is performed in the following step, the vertex priorities in the queue are recomputed: c(v; t) = min(c(v; t ? 1); a mv + c(m; t ? 1)), for all v 2 V ? V T (t ? 1).
According to 14], the so-called parent link representation is appropriate for the SPT in this case. Initially (t = 0), all vertices have the source vertex as parent. The parent of a vertex changes when the priority of that vertex changes; the new parent becomes the minimum-priority vertex at that step.
There are several implementations of Dijkstra's algorithm, depending on the data structures used to represent the priority queue. For dense graphs, the most appropriate data structure is an unordered one-dimensional array 14]. A second one-dimensional array is employed to keep the SPT during construction using the parent link representation. This representations are used in the following 2sp implementation.
The length of both arrays representing the priority queue and SPT is n. The priority of the selected vertex at a given step is set by a speci c value to avoid the reselection of the vertex in subsequent steps. A second speci c value is employed to denote the weights of non-existing edges. To ensure the correctness of the algorithm, the value that prevents reselection must be greater than the value that denotes the weight of a non-existing edge, which, in turn, must be greater than the sum of all the weights of existing edges in the graph.
The parallel block-striped partitioning (PBSP) variant is a master-slave version of Dijkstra's algorithm. Assume a number of p processes (P 0 ; : : : ; P p?1 ), each process being executed on a separate processor. d Consider processor P 0 as being the master and all the rest the slaves. Set V is block-striped partitioned into p ? 1 subsets, each subset having about n div (p ? 1) consecutive vertices. Only the case n p ? 1 is considered in the following.
The work associated to each subset is assigned to a separate slave. The master coordinates the work of the slaves. Let V s be the subset of vertices assigned to slave P s ; 1 s p ? 1. Each slave P s is assigned a block of the graph adjacency matrix consisting of adjacent columns that correspond to V s . Each slave P s nds its local minimum-priority vertex in its set V s and sends it to the master. The master uses the local minimum-priority vertices to nd the global minimum-priority vertex that is broadcast (together with its priority) back to the slaves. Based on the global minimum-priority vertex, the slaves are able to compute the new priorities and SPT parents of the vertices in their subset. Finally, the master collects the local data about the SPT from the slaves, joins them together, and outputs the SPT. d Therefore, we use the terms process and processor interchangeably, from here on.
1 specification (* dijkstra_pbsp.spc *) 2 input n : () - (int; int) ! int (Lines 58{60), which speci es the local minimum-priority vertex at a given processor. Function lmin uses the auxiliary function laux : (int; (int; int)) ! int (Lines 61{70), which de nes the local minimum search procedure, and function lim : int ! (int; int) (Lines 71{76), which computes the limits of the block allocated to a given processor (using a balanced distribution of data).
We have chosen the processor with index 0 as master since this processor is always responsible for performing input and output. The computation of the local minimum-priority vertex, on a given slave s, 1 s size ? 1, at a given step t, 0 t n() ? 2, is recursively expressed by function lmin according to the following relation: c(lmin(t; s); t) = minfc(r; t) j b r e; (b; e) = lim(s)g, where b (begin) and e (end) are the limits of the block allocated to slave s computed by function lim. The computation of the global minimum-priority vertex at step t is recursively expressed by function gmin according to the following relation: c(gmin(t); t) = minfc(lmin(t; s); t) j 1 s size ? 1g:
Coordination The coordination describes the activity of the master ( Figure 5) and slaves ( Figure 6 Master: The master performs input and output and coordinates the activity of the slaves. In addition, it computes the global minimum-priority vertex based on the data received from the slaves. The named-value stores (nvsto) are declared in Lines 6{13 and 20{23. The latter are declared later since their dimension depends on some information that is rst input in Lines 15{17. One-dimensional arrays M and C will store the local minimum-priority vertices computed and sent by the slaves, and their associated priority, respectively. The master starts reading and storing locally (Lines 15{17) some initial information: the graph dimension (n()), the marker for already selected vertices (sel()), and the source vertex (src()). Based on this information, it declares the two-dimensional array A to store the adjacency matrix and the one-dimensional array D to store the SPT (Lines 20{23). The input continues (Lines 25{29) with the adjacency matrix. The initial information read is broadcast to the slaves (Lines 31{37). Subsequently, the master computes, for each slave, the limits of the allocated block (function lim) and uses them to partition the adjacency matrix among slaves (Lines 39{51).
The for-loop that follows (Lines 53{85) counts the algorithm steps, includes the computational part, and de nes the synchronization with the slaves (which have a similar for-loop). The master receives the local minimum-priority vertices (and the associated priorities) computed by the slaves (Lines 54{60). The master computes the global minimum-priority vertex using the received information. The computation is performed in Lines 62{76 by two step applications. The global minimum-priority vertex (stored in store GM ) and its priority are broadcast back to all slaves (Lines 78{84). The operations described above repeat in the subsequent algorithm steps. Finally, the master receives the parts of the SPT computed by the slaves (Lines 87{92), joins them together, and outputs the SPT (Lines 94{96).
Slave: First, a slave ( Figure 6 ) receives the initial information (Lines 105{ 109) used immediately to declare its local stores. The limits of the allocated block are recomputed locally (Line 112) to be used for checking the received data. The allocated block is received next (Lines 123{126).
Lines 128{132 perform the initializations of the arrays C and D used for storing the local part of the priority queue, and SPT, respectively. The search for the local minimum-priority vertex is performed in Lines 134{149 by two step applications. The last one (Lines 148{149) is actually a\two-step" application|a generalized step application in which an item of the organization list of the main step application is also a step application (lim). The local minimum-priority vertex is sent together with its priority to the master (Lines 151{159).
The global-minimum priority vertex and its priority are received in Lines 161{ 164. They are used to compute the new priorities of the elements in the local part of the priority queue, and the local part of the SPT, for the next step (Lines 166{180). Finally, the local part of the SPT is sent to the master.
Comments on the Implementation
In the following, we discuss the behavior of the presented 2sp implementation in several possible situations of common programming errors. We also make some comments on the e ciency of the implementation. Example 3 Assume again an error in the range of the same loop counter, but now only in the master part (Line 53): for t in (1,n-2) do. Since the slaves start iterating from t = 0 (Line 134), they will compute, during the rst iteration, Note that the master does not know the order in which the slaves will send the local minimum-priority vertices and, therefore, pattern matching must be used in the RMD in Line 56 to identify the sender. Knowing the sender, the value name of the second value received (Line 58) can be checked. A similar argumentation also justi es the use of pattern matching in the RMD in Lines 89{90.
It is also intersting to note the use of wildcard patterns in Lines 54 and 87. In both cases, the receiver (master) is interested only in the number of senders (slaves), not in their identity.
Example 4 Assume again the error described at Example 2, but this time only in the master part (Line 53): for t in (0,n-1). The master performs now one more iteration than the slaves. Therefore, it expects receiving the message in Line 55, while the slaves will send the message in Line 184. While this time 2sp does not indicate an error, it still ensures that a wrong result is not output. In this case, there is an empty acceptance set for the messages sent by the slaves. Consequently, the execution of the receive command in Line 55 blocks waiting for an appropriate message that will never come (the slaves send their last message and terminate). Therefore, the execution of the program also blocks.
We have examined only a few common possible errors to show the power of consistency checks. All the errors presented would have caused incorrect results in any standard imperative language. 2sp detects not only the sorts of errors we have discussed, but any inconsistency error (for a given input) 11]. e The consistency checker is the essential di erence between 2sp and any standard imperative language. While in a standard imperative language there is no guaranty ensuring the consistent use of stores (is the value retrieved from a store the right one?), 2sp does o er this guaranty by its consistency checker: if, for a given execution, a 2sp program terminates normally, the store use was consistent, that is, the coordination (the only part of a 2sp program that employs stores) is consistent with respect to the speci cation, for that execution. Furthermore, normal termination of a program execution implies the correctness of the obtained results with respect to the speci cation, for that execution. The more complicated an algorithm, the greater the possibility to have an error, and therefore, the greater the usefulness of the consistency checker.
The examples presented also showed the advantages of 2sp message-passing over conventional message-passing systems like MPI 15] . In a conventional messagepassing system, values are received and used in a subsequent computation. If these values are incorrect, the produced results are generally incorrect, too. If incorrect values are received in 2sp, their value names are also incorrect. Therefore, the subsequent computation aborts, and hence, it is impossible to produce incorrect results. Furthermore, a very informative error message including expected and found value names as well as the index of the process on which the error occurred is displayed.
In a conventional message-passing system, tags (or types) are used to restrict receipt of messages. They have to be carefully chosen by the programmer to ensure that really only the right messages can be received. These tags are replaced in 2sp by the considered message types (see Section 2.4). They are essentially given by the function identi ers of the functions whose values are exchanged. These function identi ers are unique in the relevant scope, and the programmer need not worry about choosing tags.
E ciency
The complete generalization of run-time checks proposed by 2sp for ensuring a high level of reliability of programs has the price of some overhead added to the program execution time. We determined a factor between 6{9 for sequential programs implementing Floyd's all-pairs shortest-path algorithm 16], and a factor between 4{10 for sequential programs implementing LU-factorization (compared with similar implementations in C). We also compared the 2sp implementation of Floyd's algorithm with a corresponding ML implementation (which o ers a very good reliability, too). In this case the 2sp implementation was about two times faster 16] . Measurements for parallel programs are still to be produced, but we expect the results to be in the same range.
Increasing E ciency 2sp is currently enhanced with two facilities to increase e ciency: blind (unchecked but safe!) retrieval of named-value store contents, and selective organization of conditional expressions. There is also a possibility of a more e cient implementation of the 2sp message-passing system. Blind Retrieval Consider the value binding in Line 19, Figure 5 . Using the blind retrieval feature of 2sp, Line 19 can be also written: val n = _ <-N. The wildcard`_' means that we explicitly ask 2sp not to perform a check when retrieving the contents of store N (in this case we know for sure that store N contains value n() since we have just stored it there in Line 15). This technique can be applied to all fetch applications. It o ers an increase of program e ciency (by skipping some checks) without a ecting correctness, but with the price of postponing error detection. If, for example, an error is made here (assume that N does not contain the value n()), it will be detected in Line 28 when the contents of N is checked during input. Preliminary measurements indicate an average e ciency gain of up to 6% when blind retrieval is used for all fetch applications in a program. Note that the
There are points in the program where only a certain branch of the conditional expression in the de nition of a function applied by a step application is used. Therefore, we can gain e ciency by means of a so called selective organization of conditional expressions, that is by indicating to the consistency transformer to generate code only for the required branch, not for the whole conditional expression. Thus, the evaluation of the conditions is skipped. Since often step applications occur in for-loops, skipping repeatedly the evaluation of the conditions increases the execution speed of the program.
Consider, for example, the de nition of function c in the speci cation, Lines 10{ 23, Figure 4 . This de nition is referred to in the step application in Lines 175{180, Figure 6 . We know at this point that only the else-branch of the de nition is used, so we can rewrite the step application: c(j,t+1) | (if <-else, gmin <-M, sel <-SEL, a <-A(m,j), c <-C(j), c.1 <-C1). To distinguish between di erent thenbranches, 2sp o ers the possibility to label them and use these labels for referring to in the coordination (similar to labeling function applications). Similarly, labeling can be also used to distinguish between di erent conditional expressions in the same de nition. In average, the selective organization brings an e ciency gain of up to 10%. Note, however, that, in contrast to blind retrieval, this feature does not automatically keep correctness; the programmer can mistakenly indicate a wrong branch and the consistency checker does not ensure the detection of such an error. So, this feature must be used with caution.
More E cient Message Passing Implementation In 2sp, messages contain function values as well as their arguments. In a conventional message-passing system, only the function values are exchanged. In 2sp, to avoid communicating many argument values evaluated on the sending process, a solution is to communicate only the single argument expression (argument expressions are usually simple and do not refer to the environment or state), and to evaluate it on the receiving process.
Related Work
2sp is a coordination language for mapping recursive function de nitions to imperative and possibly parallel/distributed programs. 2sp addresses the problem of program result correctness through automatic run-time consistency checks. In the following, we discuss and compare with 2sp several approaches that address one or more of the above problems.
Parallelism/Coordination
One way to handle the complexity of parallel programs is the use of coordination techniques. According to Carriero and Gelernter 17], a programming model encompasses a computation model and a coordination model. While the rst model speci es the computation itself (\the what"), the second one enables us to organize the computation (\the how"). These models are embodied in computation languages and coordination languages, respectively.
Although the separation between \the what" and \the how" is the central feature of 2sp, 2sp is both a computation and coordination language. Moreover, it applies not only for parallel programs, but also for sequential ones.
Recursive Function De nitions
Computations are naturally expressed by recursive function de nitions, which are close to their mathematical description. The idea of specifying computations by means of recursive de nitions is exploited in the programming languages Crystal 2], EPL 3], and para-functional Haskell 18] . In all of these languages the compiler is supposed to nd an e cient parallelization of the recursive function de nitions as well as an e cient (re)use of stores.
These languages provide annotations to help the compiler to nd an e cient parallelization, but there are no possibilities for directly handling stores (due to the functional nature of these languages). The task of nding an e cient (re)use of stores is no less di cult than nding an e cient parallelization. In addition, a parallelizing compiler is not always able to automatically nd the best parallel algorithm for a given architecture and, therefore, explicit mappings are needed. In contrast to the above approaches, 2sp allows the user to explicitly express a well-suited, state-of-the-art algorithm and simpli es this task by strong support for debugging and protection against wrong results.
Correctness
There is an essential di erence between correctness of a program (program correctness) and correctness of the results of a program (result correctness). A correct program always produces correct results. An incorrect program might produce correct results for some inputs and incorrect results for other inputs.
Program veri cation 7] directly addresses program correctness. It involves a formal proof of correctness of the program which is done only once and guarantees in advance the correctness of the program for all allowed inputs. Despite remarkable results, proofs require specialized people and are often tedious, long, di cult and, most important, error-prone themselves.
Program Testing 19, 20] involves a comparison of the program result with the result of a computation performed independently (by hand or by an additional program), and expected to yield the correct result. Since it is impossible (except for trivial cases) to test the program on each input, one is never certain that the obtained result, for a particular input, is correct.
These two approaches de ne the limits (the strongest and the weakest, respectively) of the range of approaches to correctness. There are several other approaches in this range, including 2sp.
Run-Time Checking Run-time checking detects and precisely locates certain errors during execution. A well-known mechanism is the range-checking for arrays. It was accepted as very useful in debugging 8]. A more powerful approach is the assertion sublanguage of the object-oriented language Ei el 21]. Here, the check is extended to certain class and loop invariants. However, most of the usual programming errors (e.g. an erroneous reuse of stores) cannot be caught by these mechanisms. Run-time checking is powerful in detecting and locating errors. However, it was not exploited to its real capacity because of the run-time penalty it introduces.
Since in the past computers were slow, such a run-time penalty could have made the software practically unusable despite of a higher con dence in its correctness. Nowadays, the technological advance in hardware makes this cost acceptable, and recent approaches extensively use run-time checking.
2sp exploits the whole power of run-time checking. The consistency checker mechanism o ers a complete run-time checking to detect all programming errors that a ect the consistency of the coordination with respect to the speci cation, including array range exceeding and loop invariant errors. Although 2sp employs complete run-time checking, 2sp programs run reasonable fast (see Section 3.3.2).
Program Result-Checking Program result-checking f 9, 10, 22] involves writing a result checker program to be run in conjunction with the original program, that checks the work of this original program. This approach treats programs as black boxes and only states whether the result is correct or erroneous. The correctness is estimated in probabilistic terms. Starting from this approach, a mathematical theory of self-checking, self-testing and self-correcting programs was developed 23]. The checker is thought to be designed for a speci c problem and be applied to many programs for that problem.
Comparison Result-checking and 2sp have three common points. They both:
(1) o er reasons for increasing the con dence in program result correctness; (2) use checkers to detect errors; (3) perform automatic checks at run-time. They signi cantly di er in aims and the ways they approach the above points:
(a) The result-checking approach aims in checking the program results on speci c inputs and detecting errors by developing result checkers separated from the program (programs are treated as black boxes). This approach is a general, problemoriented technique, and, because of this, it does not support (and also does not aim in) locating errors (which are program-dependent). In contrast, 2sp aims in offering a systematic way to developing programs with in-built consistency checkers that detect and locate any consistency (programming) error. 2sp is a specialized, program-oriented technique and does not aim in detecting errors caused by the environmental factors of the program (operating system, hardware, etc.) as resultchecking does.
(b) Both approaches o er possibilities for self-correcting the result, but employ di erent techniques. The result-checking approach aims in building such selfcorrectors by using self-correcting algorithms. Although self-correcting is not a current aim, 2sp also o ers support for this. For example, one can decide that, if a consistency error has been detected in the imperative part (coordination) of the program, the computation should be carried further by the executable speci cation to achieve the correct result, rather than to stop the execution. Of course, an important aspect to be studied is the speed loss that appears.
(c) While the result-checking approach is de ned in probabilistic terms, 2sp is de ned in deterministic terms. For example, after using a result-checker, one knows with su cient probability whether the result is correct. With 2sp, one can obtain only speci cation-consistent results (if the program terminates normally), or a message locating an error. 2sp can also o er support for probabilistic study, although this also is not a current aim. There is a possibility to chose to check only the step applications and the input/ouput commands, without loosing any safety f result-checking, for short, from here on.
(see Sections 2.5 and 3.3.2). This can be relaxed by allowing for checking only some step applications, randomly chosen. This brings a considerable speed-up, but introduces the problem of estimating the probability of catching errors by such a reduced check.
(d) Concerning the run-time overhead incurred, result-checking aims in having the total run-time linear in the run-time of the original program, without checkers 23]. 2sp aims in having the total run-time and the run-time of the program without consistency checker di erent by a constant factor (Sections 2.5 and 3.3.2). In the result checking approach one can build very fast simple checkers for speci c problems. There are also problems that require complex checkers to be built that might call the checked program a polynomial number of times 24]. In 2sp the program with the in-built consistency checker is run only once.
Certi cation Trail Certi cation Trail 25, 24] aims in fast checking the results of programs. It involves some modi cations of the program being checked (which is not seen as a black box as in the result-checking approach), so that after its execution it leaves a so called \certi cation trail", which is later employed by a second program that is run on the same input. The second program is usually faster and less complex than the rst one since it uses the certi cation trail.
Comparison 2sp and certi cation trail have the same common points like 2sp and result-checking. In addition, both 2sp and certi cation trail are specialized, program-oriented techniques. Here are the main di erences:
(a) Certi cation trail involves external checkers; 2sp involves internal ones. The additional information included in the certi cation trail allows for getting some information about the place where the error could be, but not to the extent that 2sp does. However, this information can lead to faster checkers.
(b) When using certi cation trail, one always should prove that, for a given program: (1) modifying the program does not introduce any new errors and (2) the modi ed program and the checker are a certi cation trail solution according to the de nition of this, that is, the checker generates a correct output or an error indication 25]. In the case of 2sp, the proof that any 2sp program (including the consistency checker) always generates a correct output if it terminates normally, or an error indication otherwise, had to be performed only once 11].
Relative Debugging This approach 26] addresses evolutionary software development, where a new program is developed based on an already existing program with nearly the same functionality. A relative debugger concurrently executes both programs, compares corresponding states, and reports di erences.
Comparison Both, relative debugging and 2sp improve debugging. However, there are signi cant di erences:
(a) Relative debugging addresses evolutionary software development. 2sp addresses software development from scratch.
(b) The di erences reported by a relative debugger are ordinary values; the di erences displayed by the consistency checker are symbolical names of values, which are considerably more informative.
(c) To precisely locate an error using relative debugging requires to manually re ne the setting of breakpoints and to rerun the two programs. The consistency checker locates an error automatically and on the rst run.
(d) After nishing relative debugging, the old program will be replaced by the new one. Thus, a possible wrong result produced by the new program during production remains undetected; Relative debugging is not suited for the veri cation of computed results.
Conclusions and Future Work
Automatic result veri cation by complete run-time checking of computations is a new approach to developing reliable programs de ned by the Speci cationConsistent Coordination Model (SCCM) and implemented by Two-Stage Programming (2sp), the rst language embodiment of the SCCM. This approach is especially useful for developing complex error-prone parallel/distributed programs. We have presented the main features of this approach and discussed a concrete case-study.
The main conclusion is that 2sp early detects and precisely locates the many programming errors that usually are detected late or, worse, go undetected in standard imperative languages. It also ensures that if a result is output, this result is correct with respect to the speci cation. The coordination model is orthogonal to 2sp and can be included in other implementations as well.
In the following, we present some remarks about applicability, e ciency, and correctness of the SCCM/2sp approach.
1. Applicability Simulation Software and Program Development/Debugging can bene t by using 2sp: (a) Simulation Software: Consider the use of a simulator for the aerodynamics of an aircraft during its design. Obviously, the correctness of the results computed by the simulator is of utmost importance. It can be ensured by the consistency checker with respect to the speci cation. If a run-time error occurs for a particular execution, a software maintenance engineer can correct the simulator. This is probably less expensive than a full-edged program veri cation, or even worse, than taking the risk that the computed results are wrong. (b) Program Development/Debugging: Debugging is a long and costly phase of software development. Minimizing this phase while maximizing the number of detected and eliminated errors is an aim of program development. The consistency checker associated to a 2sp program detects any inconsistency between coordination and speci cation, for a given input 11]. Furthermore, error messages in 2sp contain additional information, based on the value names associated to values (Section 3.3.1), very useful for locating and eliminating the errors.
2. E ciency We have discussed (Sections 2.5 and 3.3.2) about the e ciency of 2sp programs and presented several features included in the language to increase e ciency. Here are some other possibilities we want to address in future work to increase e ciency: (a) Large data structures like arrays and lists can be treated as rst-class values, also having an associated value name, so that consistency checking can be carried out on these larger structures instead of their individual elements.
(b) Consider a nite element program: First, a sparse matrix structure is constructed from a nite element mesh. Then, a large number of linear systems are solved, always with new numerical values, but the same structure. Since consistency checking only depends on this structure, not on the numerical values, doing it only once su ces. (c) Parallelism can be exploited to do consistency checking in parallel with the actual computation. (d) A proof logic for 2sp can be developed. This would allow one to prove that, for a given 2sp program, the coordination is correct with respect to the speci cation, for all possible inputs. This implies that the consistency checker can be safely switched o after that. As presented in Section 2.5, one can use the consistency checker only during program development and debugging, and switch it o for production. But one should keep in mind Hoare's statement 8]: \Finally, it is absurd to make elaborate security checks on debugging runs, when no trust is put in the results, and then remove them in production runs, when an erroneous result could be expensive or disastrous. What would we think of a sailing enthusiast who wears his life-jacket when training on dry land but takes it o as soon as he goes to sea?" 2sp approach follows Lieberman's recent advice 27]: \Let's make the computer take an active role in helping the programmer deal with complexity. Computers are now fast and have large memories and disks. Let's use some of that speed and storage to process information the programmer needs to understand what's going on in the program." 3. Correctness \Ensuring" the correctness of a result in the presented approach requires \ensuring" the correctness of its implementation, and all underlying software and hardware layers. To alleviate the problem of a correct implementation, the modern functional programming language ML has been chosen to implement the interpreter (approx. 6,000 lines of SML '97 code, using Standard ML of New Jersey) and the 2sp-to-C translator (currently under development). ML is well suited for prototyping programming languages and more secure than many other languages 28].
